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Listening to the Customer



 Non-profit marketing organization dedicated to 
promoting clean, renewable energy and energy 
efficiency.

 “Got Milk” organization for clean energy and energy 
efficiency.

 Consumer research to create marketing campaigns 
and messages.

About SmartPower



Percentage of the American 
people who say they will 
purchase clean energy

The SmartPower Approach

84%



Percentage of the American 
people who actually purchase 
clean, renewable energy

The SmartPower Approach

<3%



Huge Gap Between Intention and Action

So Why Are the American People Lying?

84% <3%



Four Main Barriers

Our research tells there are 4 barriers the consumer faces:

1. Reliability: “I’m not sure it works!”

2. Availability: “Where and how do I buy it?”

3. Cost: “It’s just too expensive!”

4. Inertia: “It’s easier to do nothing.”



 Emotional barriers that prevent people from 
purchasing clean energy

 Emotional hooks that we can use to make clean 
energy important and desirable to the American public

Understanding the Barriers



 Best way to tell how 
someone really feels 
about something is to 
take it away

 Strategy employed 
since 2002 – how is 
public changing?

“Fossil Fuel Died Today…” Obituary Exercise



“Fossil Fuel died after a long, slow illness called greed. Fossil has 

left the family of the Middle Eastern nations and former President 

George W. Bush and his cabinet members. 

Currently, the world is adjusting from heating by oil and illuminating 

by electricity to solar and wind mill sources. There are several 

kinks to be worked out and roadblocks to conquer. 

Will we ever be warm again? Miss you fossil fuel.”

-- Massachusetts Opinion Leader

2003 Fossil Fuel Obituary



“Fuel, Fossil…departed this Earth February 26, 2009.  Cause of 

death is attributed to mass over-consumption and pure, 

unadulterated greed by those who used and abused her.   

She will be remembered for her ability to provide warmth and 

transportation and for her gross mismanagement by mankind.  It will 

take wind, solar, geothermal, hydro to replace her but mostly it 

will take mankind’s vision of doing for oneself what is best for the 

entire planet.  Godspeed!”

-- Connecticut Opinion leader

2009 Fossil Fuel Obituary



 Energy Trust of Oregon

Attendance at seminars 
up, but no follow through 
on purchases

 Arizona Public Service

Great solar incentive 
program, but no one is 
buying it

The Marketing Challenge



Quantitative and qualitative studies 

with customers and inerts

What Do Customers Think About Solar?



Arizona Oregon

Environmental
Global Warming 3% 13%

Reducing Fossil Fuels 15% 12%

Good for Environment 17% 36%

Total Environmental 35% 61%

Financial
Saving money 17% 12%

Energy costs over time 31% 13%

Total Financial 48% 25%

#1: Regional Differences in Customer Motivation



#2: Buying into a Lifestyle

“Quiet 

Simplicity”



#2: Buying into a Lifestyle#2: Buying into a Lifestyle

“Republic of 

Sustainability” 

2020



What happens on cloudy days? 

How do I measure how I’m doing once I have solar PV installed?

How does billing work?  

What is net metering? 

“It’s tough to get an estimate”

“It feels like a full-time job”

Customers are Early Adopters and 

are comfortable with technology

#3: Customer Confusion About Solar



Need for a guide… There was clearly a need for some guidance.  Most prospects did 

not really know where to start the process.  

Who is to be trusted? Most don’t know whether to trust installers or how 

billing/tracking works.  They have many questions about the process.   

#4: Lack of Clear Experts – Brands, Companies

Where is the Nike of Solar?



Most customers did 
not use financing

New financial options 
are 

addressing this barrier

Do consumers know 
about them?

#5: Upfront Costs are the Biggest Barrier

#1 Reason for Not Installing? by Segment

33%

48%

4%

3%

0%

1%

7%

4%

1%

1%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other (please specify)

Initial out of pocket costs w ere too high

Would not achieve savings I hoped for

Could not f ind an installer

Could not receive permission from homeow ners association

Not sure the technology is reliable

Home/roof not suitable

Too complicated a process

Could achieve savings through eff iciency

Just lost interest

% of Responses

Inert



#6: Buying Solar Is 

a Long Decision Making Process



Attending a solar seminar constituted a valid action in their 

minds even though hadn’t yet installed solar.  

Social currency … Attending a seminar or requesting information made them feel they 

were more serious and hence able to experience some of the same benefits that people 

who had installed could experience.

#7 Thinking About Solar is an Action for Inerts



5 positioning statements tested with 12 focus groups

Solar is good for the environment

Solar is a good investment

Solar is good for health of future generations

Solar makes energy sense

Solar contributes to energy independence

#8. What’s the Message?



HINT……

No one picked 

“Good for the Environment”



“Solar Makes Energy Sense”

“Solar Is a Good Investment”



Compelling Imagery – Emotional Connections



1. Value – solar is a good investment

2.    Reliability – powerful enough for my needs

3. Complexity – we can make it easy

4. Inertia – act now!

The Challenges
Your solar  marketing plan must address these barriers



Thank You!

More info:

bkeane@smartpower.org


